Rat Legacy

By Anna Von Reitz

The rats set up a system for themselves that they patented via misuse of the US Patent and Trademark Office.

Administration and oversight of the US Patent and Trademark Office is one of the duties that we delegated to the Federal United States.

When the Federal United States was moth-balled after the Civil War, the Territorial United States began operating the US Patent and Trademark Office, with the result that foreign interests began manipulating our patent processes.

They also took over the US Copyright Office and abused those delegated powers, too.

Gradually, over time, the vermin incorporated virtually every government on Earth and established two levels of incorporated government --- territorial and municipal.

Thus we have the territorial government of Japan, Inc., and the municipal government of JAPAN, INC., and both have been chartered as franchises of the USA, Inc., and the UNITED STATES, INC., respectively.

All around the world, wherever you go, you find China and CHINA, Egypt and EGYPT, Germany and GERMANY.....

Not only have all these usurping governmental services corporations been chartered and franchised and controlled through the US Patent and Trademark Office and the US Copyright Office, but all these territorial and municipal franchise "governments" have gone on and chartered hundreds of thousands of other franchised corporations---- S Corps, C Corps, LLC's, Cooperatives, Public Transmitting Utilities, Trusts, Foundations---- and on and on.
Imagine a vast, interconnected spider's web, with all these properties and assets being gathered together with the power over them being gradually consolidated into fewer and fewer hands.

The rats planned it this way. It was all going to be in the control of a few oligarchs, who were going to use the United Nations as their storefront.

The plan required bankrupting the two main Holding Corporations --- the USA, Inc., and the UNITED STATES, INC. both, so that all the thousands of franchises and all their assets would be "subsumed" into the bankruptcy of the parent corporations, and thereby become available as chattel that the banks behind all this could seize upon and claim as abandoned, uncollected property.

When the dust settled, only a handful of people would own and control everything. The rest of us would be paupers and slaves, disposable as cattle.

If there is any question about this, I have the patents these vermin wrote which explain their criminal intentions and the entire structure they set up to harvest the value of our labor and create such evils as "Life Force Value Annuities" and to take false title to our land and our homes and everything else.

We have it in their own words, black and white, with the names of the attorneys responsible and the business agents who signed off on all this rot. We know how they split up the roles and the profits, how Deutsch Bank got saddled with the so-called "Derivatives" and how Bank of America got the land assets and how Merrill-Lynch did the title swaps to unlawfully convert ownership of our assets, how the Bank of New York Mellon was used as a clearinghouse for trading in slaves, how the Bank of Canada was used to pay kick-backs to the Territorial State of State Governors.

It was all documented in their own words, patented as a "System" ---- a totally criminal and immoral system--- on public display at the US Patent and Trademark Office.

So, that's what the rats did to feather their own ratty nests at everyone else's expense, and they were brazen about it and about their abuse of our Patent Office. All this criminality was done "in our names" without our knowledge or permission, for the gross benefit of Third Parties --- international banks and foreign governments, while we ourselves were primary targets and victims of the scheme.

But something happened in the midst of all this backdoor trading and scheming.

Against all odds, the Americans who had been slumbering for 150 years, woke up!

Like Rip Van Winkle we came staggering out from under our rocks and demanded to know what was going on?
The rest, as they say, is history. The vermin went forward with their bogus bankruptcy plan. We placed our claims against them. They vacated their own constitutional contracts. The delegated powers reverted back to us. We declined their assumption of contract.

And now, instead of them being the owners of everything they schemed to steal--- we are the Priority Creditors and Lawful Entitlement Holders and only sovereign government still standing and having rightful claim to all these corporations. Every single one.

The advantage for everyone is that we aren't crooks and we don't aim at world dominance or profit from war. We are just the old Mom and Pop American Government cleaning house and taking out the trash. So, it's best for all concerned to get behind the effort and push.

If you are American, come home to the land and soil of your birth, get your political status records straight, and boot up your county jural assembly.

It doesn't matter if you are in Okinawa or Fredericksburg. If you want peace, if you want your stuff back, if you want to breathe free ---- well, here's your chance. Support the peaceful, lawful process we have initiated and help in any way you can.

We are in need of donations to keep The Living Law Firm in the field. We've had several medical issues and one death to deal with on top of unusual travel expenses and all the rest of day to day costs. This is a totally volunteer effort. Nobody gets a salary, but we try to help the team with emergencies (the water heater explodes, the kid breaks their ankle) and with actual expenses that otherwise have to come out of their pockets--- paper and ink, filing fees, travel expenses, and so on.

If you have the good fortune to have some extra to spare, I am still Paymaster for the whole operation. Send to my Paypal at: avannavon@gmail.com or via Snail Mail ---- Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.
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